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AWS Elects Peiblow

By MARGUERITE VAUCLAIR
Newt Stall Writer

Linda Peiblow was elected
President of the Association
of Women Students Wednesday.
A total of 1,516 women
voted in the election, compared to the 1,223 who voted last
year.

"G£l ML 1U the church on time.' Th*M two »c»n»ty deti.qnan or» working
to q«i th« sets to tho stag* on time. Th«y ar« only part o| th» backataq* crow
that U doing production work for "My Fair Lady."
Photo by CharUs Cochran

Cockney, Culture:
That's Fair Lady'
"My Fair Lady," Alan J. Lerner's and Frederick Loewe'a
Broadway hit musical, will be presented in the main auditorium Wednesday, March 24, through Saturday, March 27.
Curtain time will be 8:15 p.m.
The musical is being presented by the University Theater
in cooperation with the School of Music and the women's
health and physical education
department.
Based
on
George
Bernard
Shaw's "Pygmalion," the story of
the musical follows the transformation of Eliza Doolittle from
cockney waif to cultured lady
under the tutelage of Professor
Henry Higgins.
THE SCORE of "My Fair Lady"
includes such popular songs as "I
Could Havo Danced All Night,"
"I've Grown Accustomed to Her
Face," "On the Street Where You
Live," and "Get Me to the Church
on Time."
The cast, which consists of more
than 100 students, f entities Brenda
Lee as Eliza Doolittle and William
Hines as Professor Biggins. Eliza's
no'er-do-well father is portrayed
hy John Myers, and Richard Burkhnrt and Patrick Ashton appear as
socialites Freddy Eynsford-iiill
and Colonel Pickering, respectively.
The production is being staged
by Dr. F. Lee Mieslc, iprofessor
of speech and chairman of the
speech department, Warren
Allen, associate professor of music, is the musical director and
conductor, and Mrs. Dolores A.
Black, instructor in health and
physical education, is the choreographer.
THE MULTIPLE settings to be
used in the musical were designed
by John H. Heplcr, assistant professor of speech, and Dr. Andrew
T. Tsubaki, speech instructor created the lighting effects.
As a Broadway production, "My
Fair Lady" holds the record for
the longest sustained run of any
musical or play ever presented,
said Dr. Allen N. Kepke, instructor
in speech and promotion director
for the musical.
The Broadway version which
starred Julie Andrews, Rex Harrison, and Stanley Holloway was
named by critic Brooks Atkinson

Packard To Speak

an "one of the best musicals of the
century."
"SUCH A production requires
quite a crossover of talent in the
cast members," said Dr. Miesle.
"They must be able to act, sing,
and dance. But we had little trouble filling the parts because we
had a very good turnout for the
try-outs," he said.
Tickets arc on sale at the University Theater box office from
11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. daily. University student tickets arc 26
cents with an I.D. card. Tickets
cost $1.25 for adults and 50 cents
for children and high school students.

SDX Charter
Due Tuesday
Installation of the new undergraduate chapter will
highlight the Sigma Delta Chi
meeting Tuesday, March 23,
when Delta Sigma formally
receives its charter.
Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalistic society for men, accepted Delta Sigma, jurnalism fraternity at the University, as an
undergraduate chapter at the annual convention in Kansas City,
Mo., Dec. 2-5, 1964. Helta Sigma
has been a campus honorary society in journalism since 1947.
A period of instruction for new
members at 5:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room will begin the program.
The initiation ceremony at 6 p.m.
will be conducted by the Northwest Ohio Professional Chapter.
" Theritual is not secret, and all
interested persons are invited to
attend, even if they are not members," stated Philip Airulla, chapter president
Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
in the Dogwood Suite. James C.
MacDonald, editor of the Toledo
Blade, is scheduled to speak. A
national officer, Prof. Charles E.
Barnum of Northwestern University, will present the chapter charter after dinner.
University officials and alumni
will be invited, said Wallace B.
Eberhard, instructor in journalism
and adviser to Sigma Delta Chi.

President In Europe
For 3-Week Tour

SOCIAL CRITIC Vane* Packard will
•peak on his lain! book. "The Naked
Society," at 8:15 p.m. Sunday In the
ballroom. Student tickets are now on
•ale for ISO Is the lobby of the Colon

A three-week trip to Europe
combining business and pleasure
is underway for President William
T. Jerome, his wife, and oldest
son. They arrived in Rome a few
days ago and plan to travel on to
Spain, where Dr. Jerome will meet
with University faculty members
and students doing research and
study in Madrid. The students are
studying under the University's
first somester abroad program.
Dr. Jerome will also deliver
greetings from the Toledo, Ohio
mayor, John W. Potter, to the
mayor of Toledo, Spain.

ELECTED TO other positions in
in the organization were: Sally Althoff, first vice president; Kay
Gibson, second vice president;
Joan NoatxUng, recording lecretary; Cheryl Mayer, corresponding
Moratory; Barbara Foclich, senior representative; Marty Monnot,
junior representative; Jacquline
Yoder, sophomore representative.
Although no official policy has
been established, Miss Peiblow said
that next year "We have to be a
little bit more sensitive to suggestions that do arise from women
and also help improve communications."
She hopes to expand the AWS
orientation committee, strive for
better communications through the
corridor representatives, and also
visit residence centers to discuss
the organization.

Miss Peiblow. Kay Gibson.
and Joyce Bednar, will leave for
Salt Lake City Saturday for a sixday AWS National Convention.

NEW OFFICERS will be Installed at an open meeting of AWS
April 27. A dinner foi this year's
and last year's officers will follow the meeting.
Miss Peiblow, a junior, has a
3.76 accumulative point average.
A former resident hall president,
the is on AWS Judicial Board,
has served on AWS Legislative
Hoard, is a member of Student
Council. Ela Tan Delia, and was
on the Greek Week steering committee. Miss Peiblow also is prosident of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Miss Althoff, a junior, has a 1.0
accumulative point average. She is
second vice president of AWS. has
served on AWS Executive, .Indicia], ami Legislative Hoards, anil
is former president of Mooney
Mall.

ber of the executive, legislative,
and judicial boards and is a member of Alpha Xi Delta social sorority.
Cheryl Mayer has a 3.0 accumulative point average, she has
served on Homecoming and resilience center committees, and is a
member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Joan Noutzling, president of
l.owry Hall, has a S.8 accumulative point average. She is a member of the Undergraduate Alumni
Association and Alpha Xi Delta
sorority.
SUSAN DICKEY has a 2.8 accumulative point average, is AWS
corresponding
secretary,
has
served as AWS freshman represen.
tatlve, and has been on AWS Exe
CUtive and Legislative Hoards. She

is a member of Sigma Alpha Eta
and Alpha Xi Delia sorority.
Barbara Frolich lias a ::.ss accumulative )»>!ai average, She is
on the A\\s election committee,
has served as chairman for AWS
committees, is a member of the
UAO house committee, W1A. ACE,
and Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
Monnot, first vice president of
Harshman Quadrangle I'nit D, has
a 3.12 accumulative point average.
She was nee president of Harmon
Hall, is a student orientation
leader, has served on the Homecoming committee, and is a member of l'li.M Club. Newman Club,
and Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Jaciiuliue Yoder has a 3.11 accumulative point average, is fresh,
man represcntal ve to AWS, and
a member of \VI\ and PEM Club,

LINDA PltBLOW

SALLY ALTHOIF

A COUNSEIOR in McDonald
Quadrangle East, Miss Althoff also
is a member of Beta Beta Beta,
Delta Psi Kappa. PI'.M Club, ami
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority.
The recording secretary of AWS,
Miss Gibson has a 3.1 accumulative grade average. She is a mem-

Aldrich Receives Fellowships
Totaling More Than $6,400
Howard E. Aldrich, senior in the College of Liberal Arts
and vice president of the student body has been awarded three
national fellowships for graduate study worth more than
$6,400.
Aldrich became only the fifth undergraduate student in
the history of the University to receive a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship. He was selected
for this fellowship along with
1,394 other students from 305 colleges and universities in the United States and Canada. More than
11,000 college seniors had been
nominated for this award during
the 1064-65 academic year.
Carolyn L. Jacobs and Michael
J. Lillyquist, also seniors in the
College of Liberal Arts, were
named to the honorable mention
list of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation is the largest private source of financial
support for advanced work in liberal arts. It has been financed
since 1058 by two Ford Foundation grants amounting to $52 million. Aldrich will receive tuition
and certain fixed fees at the University of Michigan, where he is
planning to begin graduate studies
next August. In addition, he will
receive $1,800 for living expenses.
ALDRICH ALSO has received a
fellowship from the Danforth
Foundation. Only slightly more
than 100 American students are
chosen each year for this award.
The Danforth Fellowship is similar
to the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
in that both require their recipients to attend graduate school to
prepare themselves for college
teaching. If he accepts the Danforth Fellowship, Aldrich will receive free tuition at the University of Michigan and $2,200 for
living expenses.
THE MOST recent award that
Aldrich has received has come
from the National Science Foundation. He has been chosen for
this grant to continue his study in
his major academic field of social
psychology or social philosophy.
This National Science Foundation
grant amounts to $2,100 for 12
months.
grade average. During his four
years at the University, his lowest
grades have been two B's. "I would
like to know a lot about a lot of
things," said Aldrich.
Majoring in sociology and minoring in psychology, Aldrich has
maintained a 3.94 accumulative
Deadline for fall housing applications Is March 31. announced
Robert G. Rudd, director of ml.
dence ierrlcei.
Any iludent who failed to apply
for homing when Housing Office
personnel were In their dormitory
recently may apply In the Housing
Office. 133 Administration Bldg.. he
•aid.
"The availability of flnt eemeiter.
1965-66, housing cannot be guaran*
teed for anyone requesting housing
after March 31. 1985." Mr. Rudd emphasised.

For the pnst year and :\ half he
has been working tin a sociological
research project called "Bellof
Systems and Their Relationship
to Information." lie plans to present a paper on this project to the
Ohio Academy of Science at its
annual summer meeting at Ohio
University.
Ills campus activities also Include membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national men's leadership honor society; membership in
Student Court; membership in Interfraternity Council; presidency
of the Sociology Club; and presidency of Phi Eta Sigma, national
scholarship honor society for
freshman men. Aldrich twice has
been listed in Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities. He
is a member of Phi Kappa Psi
social fraternity.
"I'M VERY interested in working for a campus atmosphere of
free academic thought for both
students and professors," stated
Aldrich. "I think good professors
have a great effect on the development of students. I never have had
a professor from whom I did not
learn."
Although he has received three
fellowships to date, Aldrich also is
a candidate for scholarships from
Onticron Delta Kappa and the University of Michigan.

OMEA Sponsors
Music Competition
More than 8,500 students representing 46 northwestern
Ohio high schools will compete in band and chorus contests
at the University tomorrow.
The competition, sponsored by the Ohio Music Education
Association, includes high school groups from Lucas, Wood,
Henry, Williams, Fulton, and Defiance counties.
The
bands
and
choral
Capital University; Frank Miller,
groups will vie for superior
Brush High School; Allen Squire,
ratings making them eligible to
Baldwin-Wallace College; and .larcompete in the state finals April
o.slav llolesovsky, Dayton public
schools.
21.
DR. RICHARD ECKER, assoSix choir directors will judge
ciate professor of music, and Boy
tho choruses, They are: Clifford
J. Weger, director of University
Hurst, Ashland High School; Karl
Lehman, IHuffton College; Homer
bands, are co- chairmen of the
Mitchell, Mansfield High School;
event.
The high school bands, will play
Maynnrd
Bverson,
Willoughby
High School; Howard Hanson, Loone required number and two of
their own selections. They will
rain High School; and Herbert
also compete in sight reading conJones, Dayton Stivers High School.
tests.
All of the events except band
Choral groups will also sing one -sight reading are open to the
required number and two of their
public. Hands will be performing
own selections.
in the ballroom and Recital Hall
Judges for the band contest are:
from X to II :30 a.m. and from 1
Herbert Murphy, Fremont High
to 5 p.m.
School; Richard Schilling, Miami
Choral groups will perform in
University; Ralph Shell, Findlay
the Women's Building and Joe E.
High School; Darrel Witters, UniBrown Theatre from 8:30 ti, 11 :.S0
versity of Akron; Wilbur Christ,
a.m. and from 1 to 3:20 p.m.

Students Take Sides On Committee

Panel Debates HUAC Merits
Charges that the House UnAmerican Activities Committee exposes for exposure's
sake rather than exposing for
the sake of legislative purpose
were levied and answered by
a panel of four at Tuesday evening's Curbstone meeting.
The panel consisted of Grace
Pheneger, Ashley Brown, John
Haight and Steve Yuenger. They
debated the topic, "Resolved; That
the House Un-American Activities
Committee Should be Abolished."
Haight and Yuenger represented
the Young Americnns for Freedom and Brown and Miss Pheneger
represented Americans for Democratic Action.
Taking the positive side of the
topic, Miss Pheneger said that the
committee hearings breed fear for
they are bent on destruction of
an individual rather than on legislating against him. For this reason continued Brown, also a member of the positive side, the committee hearings should be held
behind closed doors and admittance refused to the public.
Answering the charges Haight

said, "The committee hearings
should definitely not be held behind closed doors because the open
forum is a part of the basic foundation of our government. Citizens have the right to know what
is being said and done at the
meetings. We are involved in the
same argument here on campus
wiith the B-G News wishing admittance to the meetings of Faculty Senate in an attempt to keep
the students informed."
YUENGER ADDED. "Exposure
for exposure's sake perhaps is not
good but regardless of this it
should not take away the right of
the committee to investigate."
Miss Pheneger retaliated by saying that the committee had no
right to investigate in the first
place because the constitutionality
of HUAC has never been determined. Haight replied that the
committee was indeed constitutional for it derives its power
from the "implied powers of Congress" clause of Article I and in
turn serves a legislative end.
"The committee shows further
that it is interested in exposure
for exposures sake in that it has

continually ignored the subversive
activities of suih organization! as
the American Nazi Party and the
Klu Klux Kian and devotes its
time to hearing ease.- on the
Communist party," said Brown,
Yuenger replied by saying that the
committee has been investigating
American N'a/.i Patty since after
World War II
When asked from a member of
the audience if the panel would
agree to the idea of having HUAC
made a subcommittee of the judiciary committee, Haight said,
"There is no need to make it a subcommittee because the HUAC is
fulfilling its duty in it3 present
status."
MISS PHENEGER said there is
no need for both the judiciary committee and HUAC because the judiciary committee has already
been given authority to hear espionage activities and therefore
their duties overlap.
She recommended that the HU
AC be made a temporary committee to be kept only if it serves its
purpose.
There is no Curbstone meeting
scheduled for next week.
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Challenge To A Bircher
"In TI.W of lh* primlllr. ■Implicit? ol IK mind (In* p«opl.l II Is mot* readily
capltrot*d by a big II* than by a small oni. sine* II lu»l| o(l*n uu> unall
ll«i bul would b». nav»rth«l«ii. too aihoraed lo male* Ul« of big ll«i. Such on
untruth will not ovon occur to It and It will not even boll*?* thai oth*ra ar*
capabl* ol th* •normoui ln*ol*nc* of lh* mail TIU distortion."

This is a quotation taken from Adolph Hitler's "Mein
Kampf." Consider it first, then take notice of the following
statements (quoted indirectly) made by William Shepler,
coordinator of the John Birch Society in Ohio, in a speech he
made here Monday:
General Dwight Eisenhower has contributed to the Communist movement, either because he was ignorant as President,
he was a master politician looking out only for his own interest, or he was a conscious member of the Communist consipiracy; we should impeach Supreme Court Chief Justice
Earl Warren for malfeasance in office; the United States
should get out of the United Nations; the income tax should
be abolished; our national debt is really $1.2 trillion and the
nation is actually bankrupt; the late Prime Minister Nehru of
India was a ruling member of the Communist Party; and
hundreds of Communist conspirators are infiltrating the U.S.
Government.
Not one of the statements above can hardly be called

Up For Review

New Health Center Rule
Proves Inconvenient To All
BY RONALD PEISA
N*wa Columnlit

The policy of the University Health Center to excuse
students from class only when admitted to the Center or
when sent home has proven to be an inconvenience to both students and professors.
How many students or professors have seen others in
their classes with colds, sniffles, or other possible contagious
conditions? These persons
Isn't it true, however, that the
were in class because they extra paperwork has merely been
were not sick enough to be admitted or sent home. Instead, it
was better that they attend the
class and take the chance of exposing everyone else to whatever
illness they may have had. Is
this being fair to anyone concerned?
It appears the responsibility of
determining who is healthy enough
to attend class and who is not has
been shifted to tho professor, instead of remaining where it belongs, with the doctor.
A sign in the Men's Clinic reads
"class absences must be worked
out with the professor concerned."
Is it the professor's responsibility
to determine if a student is physically fit to attend class?
Professors have been employed
by the University to instruct
classes, not to determine illness.
Doctors have been hired because
they have been trained to determine illness and cure it. Why
then should the professor be given
this responsibility?
In defense of this, one doctor
started "many students come to
the Health Center for the sole
purpose of being excused from
class and are being given potent
medicine when they are not really
sick."
Granted, some students may go
solely for the excuse, but I then
ask, "Why are they being given
the medicine if they are not really
sick?" If the doctors realize a
student is merely putting on an
act to be excused from class, why
not ju«t tell him he isn't really
sick? Why give him the medicine?
The same doctor said the new
policy will enable them to devote
more time to those who are really
sick and they will be able to stop
"doing a lot of paperwork that is
a waste of their time."

First Faculty Award
Given To Dr. Cooke
Dr. Gilbert W. Cooke, professor of busines administration, has
been given the first Faculty
Award by Theta Chi social fraternity.
The award will be displayed in
the showcase on the first floor of
the Library for the next month. A
formal dinner will be held for Dr.
Cooke at the Theta Chi house
Tuesday, March 80.
Gordon F. Dudley, president of
the fraternity, said Dr. Cooke received the award for "long, meritorious service to BGSU and the
city of Bowling Green.

shifted to the professor? Not in
putting the student's name on an
excused absence list to be sent
to the Registrar's Office, but in
making him prepare a second
examination for a student who
misses the original one because
of a valid illness.
If a student feels ill and doesn't
think he should bo in class, but
is not excused from the Health
Center, the professor should not
be forced to determine if he is
healthy. And, the student should
not be forced to take the examination until he is healthy.
The purpose of attending college should be to obtain the best
education possible. If a person
cannot perform his best because
of illness, he should be excused.
If grades were not the almighty
thing with so many, it would not
matter if the student were not
there. It wouldn't mean ho knew
any more or any less. But, as it
is, the emphasis is taken off what
the Btudent has learned and knows,
and is placed on what score he can
make.
Members of the Health Center
should reconsider their current
policy and take the responsibility
back upon themselves to determine whether or not a person
should be in class.
If a student comes tc the Center
and is sick, but not sick enough
to be hospitalized or sent home,
ho still should be prevented from
attending class and taking the
chance of infecting others.

Move Over, Cupid;
IBM To Pick Dates
Dan Cupid will yield to automation when an IBM computer
matches dates for a Conklin Hall
dance to be held today at 8:30
p.m. in the Conklin Main Lounge.
Dates will be selected from
among interested women in McDonald East Hall.
Each person planning to attend
the dance is to fill out a card,
which will be processed at the
University computer center. The
cards will be matched according
to similarities shown on cards
filled out by interested women,
said M. Thomas Hay, Conklin head
resident.
Each man at Conklin then will
receive a card identifying his date
for the evening.
A 25 cent donation for the
Conklin charities drive will be collected from each couple.
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responsible, since not one was supported by Mr. Shepler with
any logical evidence. Rather, his remarks were, in a good
measure, vicious, slanderous, defamatory indictments.
Now we do not condemn Mr. Shepler for some of his
opinions on government, law and the Communist movement.
In fact, his speech was an educational experience for most
listeners, even though they did not flock behind his banner.
But many of his statements were irrational and the basis of
his thought was not factual.
Mr. Shepler was interesting enough. But his performance
was more entertaining than it was informing. He never allowed the discussion to go too deep into any one topic. He
never attempted any intellectual assults on liberals, he used
only emotional tools. And since he controlled the floor, the
question-answer period never became an intellectual discussion.
We would enjoy hearing Mr. Shepler again. Only this
time it should be in the atmosphere of a debate with some
left-wing member of the faculty. The News will make it a duty
to oppose Mr. Shepler. We, therefore, would like to challenge
the Young Americans for Freedom (who sponsored Mr.
Shepler's talk) to invite him, or any other member of the
John Birch Society, to come again to campus for a debate
with liberals. Hopefully, the product of such a meeting would
be intellectual discussion rather than emotional persuasion.
In short, we desire to see a battle of minds in the area of
political thought.
If Mr. Shepler refuses to accept this proposal, may we
then reach the same three conclusions he has formed about
General Eisenhower?
JOHN LOVE

As I See It

Florida Countdown
Now At 26 Days
By FRED ENDRES
N*wa Columnlit

If you don't have a calendar handy to count off the days
until Easter vacation, let me help you—there are 26 days left
until the annual trek to the Holy Land of the South .. Florida.
Yes, the time for sun, surf, and spirits is rapidly approaching, and it won't be long until the upwards of 150,000 college
students from throughout the United States and Canada invade
Florida in the yearly migra- we drove—or crept—to a small
tion.
town on the outskirts of Daytona
I remember last year making
tho journey down to Daytona
Beach to enjoy the multi pleasures
of tho Sunshine State.
THE DRIVE down isn't too bad
... if you're an experienced mountain goat. The "hills" of Kentucky and Tennessee are a pleasant drive. The winding roads, 300foot cliffs along the road, the
semi's blasting along behind you,
the absence of guardrails and
warning lines on the edge of the
highway, the heavy downpour of
rain and the soupy fog all are
fond remembcrances r.ow.
Even though it was 4 o'clock in
the morning, I can still envision
those lasting sights.
Once we hit Georgia the roads
straightened and flattened out.
WE WERE going to make a
sidetrip over to Selma, Ala., but
decided against it when we were
told by a gas station attendant
that nothing ever happened there.
Finally we reached Florida. Funny,
it didn't look any different than
Georgia.
But we all piled out of the car
and had our pictures taken by the
big sign saying Florida and advertising "Free Orange Juice."
We reached Daytona about two
hours later only to find a traffic
jam worse than New York has ever
seen.
CARS WERE crammed bumper
to bumper from Daytona proper,
out across the bridge to the island, and from the island down to
the Broadwalk (yes, that's what
they called it).
Motel rooms downtown were at a
premium and you weren't allowed
to sleep on the beach (legally), so

Beach and got a fairly reasonable
motel.
Then began four days I shall
never forget ... no matter how
hard I try.
Most people had a "fine" time,
however; in fnct, that they were
fined for about everything they
did. Total revenue gained by the
city during the 196-1 Easter vacation was conservatively estimated at $20,000.
EASTER SUNDAY was pleasantly spent getting kicked off the
beach by the army of recruited
cx-marincs who played nursemadc
to the 100,000 or so innocent funseekers during their stay there.
What touched off the whole incident was a group of male students tossing a co-ed up in the
air in a blanket. What the police
frowned upon was that that was all
she had on . . . the blanket.
The trained corps of police was
a sight to see, and I hope I never
see them again. Each s.tood no less
than six foot three, weighed no
less than 220 pounds, carried a
nightstick in one hand and led a
snarling German police dog with
the other. To top it all off. they
road motorcycles . . . just like in
the movies.
BUT IT was fun. After all who
wouldn't enjoy four or five days
basking in the warm Florida sun,
swimming in salty ocean water,
and attending a party now and
then?
We enjoyed it so much, we're
going back again this year. Only
this time to Fort Lauderdale. I
heard Daytona has lost some of
its glamour. Wonder why?

FRIDAY. MARCH 19. 1965
A.D. 196S

Letters To The Editor
Ceremonial Complaint
Dear Editor:
This letter is primarily directed
to the commititee planning the
June graduation ceremony. I was
disappointed, as probably were
you over the small percentage of
seniors who took the time to voice
their opinions on how graduation
should be handled. I feel that the
main reason for this was that
many seniors do not really care
that much about it as it is only a
ceremony, and the true meaning of
graduation cannot be realized until a career is launched. I think
perhaps it is the parents, the husbands, the wives, or whoever it
was that "backed" the student's
education (in some cases the student himself) that most look forward to seeing their son, daughter,
wife, husband, or otherwise receive his diploma.
I agree that graduation can be
a long, drawn-out affair, and that
separating the college might help
to shorten it some—but I wonder
about the feelings of the parents
who have two children in the
same class, but in different colleges. Will they draw straws to
see which one will go to see whom?
There are also those students who
are graduating from two colleges.
This will be rather hard to accomplish physically if the colleges
are separated. And then there are
the husbands and wives graduating
together, but from different colleges. I think they have earned
the right to the pride and pleasure

in watching as the other receives
his diploma.
Many of you readers are probably thinking that all this pertains
to a small minority of the class
and you are right; these are the
exceptions, not the general rule.
But you must agree that they
ought to be taken into consideration as the decisions are made.
Also, many of you are probably
thinking that I am a silly sentimentalist about the whole matter,
and perhaps this is true, for if the
decision is made that it would be
hotter for the majority that the
colleges be separated for graduaion, I will not be found among
those graduating from my college, but in the audience watching
my husband graduate from his.
Sharon Hawkins

BARN DANCE
Hoorenanny—Party
at the

UCF CENTER
Friday, March 19
8—11:30 p.m.

Stag
or
Date
Donation — 15c

LOOK
"WHAT YOU
CAN BUY FOR
LESS THAN
$1.00
I OLD BRIER PIPE and TOBACCO 98c
BUTANE Lighter Fluid ___

33c

KWK LIGHT Lighter Fluid

9c

KLEENEX

15c

Put Your Best Face Forward!

RUBBBING ALCOHOL Ql.

10c

Use CENAC ... the NEW medicated lotion for
treating pimples and other skin blemishes associated with acne.
CENAC'S invisible film helps mask blemishes
while it promotes healing.
CENAC'S lotion is greaseless and non-caking.

PERSONNA Injector Blades 59c

CENAC'S faint medicinal smell disappears after
drying and is replaced by...
Spicy after-shave aroma with Cenac for Him
Light AvpU-Blossom scent with Cenac for Her
2 oz. bottle lasts 4 to 6 weeks,
at drugstores only I

EVEREADY Batteries

8c

AQUA NET Hair Spray

59c

30 Ball Point Pens _

66c

CREST Fam. Sixe

59c

CONTAC

99c I

BOBBY PINS

-9c

BARGAIN CITY
240 S. Main St
Opon Dally
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sunday
11 a.m.-7 p.m.
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Ice Hockey In Perspective

leers Gain Ist-Year Success
By IOHN GUGGER
N«ws Sports Writer

Before the hockey season
began, player-coach Gordie
Morris conceded he would be
satisfied if the team was able
to win two games.
"After all," contended Morris, "this is the first year for hockey at Howlini; Green and none
of these boys have ever played
together before."
He might have added that the
team practiced only once a week in
Toledo, and was competing with
schools that had previously fielded
hockey teams and had rinks on
which they practiced daily.
Well, Morris is gone now, having departed at the semester to
reap whatever rewards marriage
and a college diploma bring. But
thanks to a hard-working group
of men who did not know what the
word "quit" meant, his wishes
have been doubled.
Bowling Green's hockey club
finished the current season with
a 4-7-1 slate overall and a mark
of 3-3-1 in the Midwest College
Hockey Association. The Falcons
placed fourth in the lengue, only
two points shy of a play-off berth.
They started strong, winning
their first three games, but slumped to a single victory and tie in
the last eight outings.
Probably the most frustrating
aspect of the season was the three
losses suffered at the hands of
perennial rival Toledo University.
However, even in losing the Falcons were exciting.
In the first TU clash, 23 penalties were called. Several fights
broke out including a minute-long
fracas between Falcon defensoman
Tom McDonald and Toledoan Bill
Lanzinger. McDonald, in addition
to taking over the team lead in
penalties, also gained a unanimous
decision.
Suprisingly enough, coach Wally
Gansser, who took over the reigns
after Morris' departure, says the
best game Howling Green played
was in a losing effort.
In the final game of the season
Bowling Green spotted TU a three
goal lead, rallied to cut the deficit

to one, but lost out when Toledo
scored a freak goal on a shot that
caromed in off a defender's leg.
"We could have quit when Toledo grabbed the lead," said Gansser, "but we didn't. It was by far
our best game of the season, probably because we had ice time
five days in succession before playing them."
A native of Now Jersey, the
balding Gansser was a stalwart on
defense throughout the season.
Gansser has played organized hockey for more than 10 years and in
addition to playing for the Univir.-ily. is playing in an Industrial
League in Port Clinton.
Looking to the future, Gansser
can see nothing but bright lights.
"We lose only three men from
this year's team by graduation,"
he related. "Next year we won't
have to waste time ironing out the
fine points. When the whistle
blows we will be ready to skate,
not spend hours trying to find
someplace to practice," he concluded. This statement was in repluns is the elaborate ice arena
which is to be a unit of the longawaited athletic complex. With
this in mind, Gansser has begun
ference to the difficulties experienced obtaining suitable practice
times at the Toledo Sports Arena.
Also looming large in future
work on a 20-game schedule for
next year, hoping that when the
complex is completed, the hockey
team will be able to house oppon-

Bob Bruckner Captures
Table Tennis Trophy
The first annual Harehman
Allen-Windish rotating trophy for
table tennis was captured by Unit
A March 11.
Hob Bruckner, champion of
Unit A, defeated Bob Kerecz,
champion of Unit B, for the coveted trophy. Both players were presented with individual trophies.
The second and third place trophies in Unit A went to Joe Sicsel
and Paul Jackson respectively. Al
Solomon took second place in
Unit B while Bob Hull and Paul
Schulz tied for third place.

Tonight Through
Thursday

Gansser refused to single out
any one player as outstanding,
saying "they all added to the success we had." Leading scorers included team captain Steve Shuckra, Jim Plaunt, Bruce Wood, and
Gansser himself.
Clark Simonds tended goal for
the Falcon sextet and the diminutive chatterbox sported creditable
4.8 goals-again average. This included a 6-0 whitewash of Hillsdale.
When asked what he expected in
the way of performance from his
charges next year, Gansser replied,
"Hustle. What better ingredient is
there for victory?"

4 Lettermen Return
To Bolster Golfers
Four lettermen will be returning to the Falcon golf squad. They
are: Ron Apple, Dayton; Chuck
Darnell, Marion; Pat McCohen,
Miamisburg; and Ted Williams,
Greenville.
Coach Forrest Creason will be
without the services of his top two
1964 swingers, Dick Ambrose and
Stu Hughes.
Coach Creason said, "We will
have a better balanced team than
last year, but MAC competition
will be the strongest it has ever
been."
Among the returning golfers,
McGohen had the best 1964 average with a 76.8 mark. Darnell,
Williams and Apple tanged from
77.5 to 80.6 in 1964.

VARSITY GOLF SCHEDULE
1965
Sot.

Apr.

Sot.
Thurs
Frl.
Sat.
Mori.
TUM.

Frl.
Sat
Moo.
Frl.
Sat.
MOD.

Friday Box Office Open At 5:30. 6:00. 8:10. 10:10 P.M.
Saturday S Sunday — 2:30. 4:40. 7:20. 9:30

Sat

JACK LEMON and VIRNA LISI In

"HOW TO MURDER YOUR WIFE'
STARTS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24

//

THOSE CALLOWAYS

O

Entries for the all-campus volleyball tournament are available
from fraternity and dormitory
athletic chairman. Entries are due
Wednesday, March 24. Play begins
March 30.
e
•
•
Preliminaries for the intramural swim meet will be held at 6:30
Tuesday and finals 7 p.m. next
Friday.

-7
ATTACHE' CASE SALE

QUALITY BUSINESS CASES BY
A Nationally Known Company
Regularly Priced From

$15.00 to $24.00
NOW—FOR A LIMITED TIME

$995 - $1695
plus tax
at

Student Book Exchange
530 E. Wooster

Sat
Thun

3 at Ohio Slat* with Marshall. Columbus
Apr. 10 HIILSDALE & OHIO
NORTHERN
Apr. IS at Kentucky with Van
dsrbllt. Lexington
Apr. IS al Transylvania
Apr. 17 at Eastsm Kentucky
Apr. 19 al Marshall
Apr. 20 at Ohio University
Apr. 23 at Hlllsdal.
Apr. 24 at Notre Dame
Apr. 26 at Kent Slate
Apr. 30 at Toledo with Marshall
Toledo
May ■ at Western Michigan
May 3 at Ohio Inlercolleglales,
Columbus
May 8 MIAMI. TOLEDO &
WESTERN MICHIGAN
Mar IS at Miami
Sat May 20-22 al Mid American
Conference
Championships. Athens

Intramurals

WALT DISNEY'S

//

ents such as Michigan and Ohio
State.
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Dennis Palmer Coaches Salute Athletes,
To Compete In Name Captains, MVP's
NCAA Tourney
Howling Green will send 157pounder Dennis Palmer to the National Collegiate Athletic Association Wrestling Tournament at the
University of Wyoming March
25-28.
Palmer was the Mid-American
Conference champion in his division two consecutive seasons and
was high man in team points this
season with 74 as he compiled a
17-2 record with 6 pins. The
wrestling team finished with a
6-4-2 record and third place in
MAC Tournament.
Coach Bruce Bellard rates Palmer as one of the top five or six
wrestlers he has had and points
out that as a junior he has another
year to improve. Mr. Bellard also
considers Palmer definitely in the
top 25 in the nation. "In the three
days of wrestling at Wyoming,"
Mr. Bellard speculated, "anything
can happen. It's an awfully long
road but Palmer could place,"
which means coming in at least
sixth.
Although Mr. Bellard planned
for a better team record he said,
"It was a successful season considering the injuries and all the
other variables." The two onepoint losses to Western Virginia
anil Ball State would have been
victories more times than not if
played over, and the two ties just
shouldn't have been according to
Mr. Bellard.
Next season he expects the team
to be "even better." Although
Dave Kile (123) and Mel Foels
(heavyweight) will he graduating,
the. team's depth anil youth should
absorb the loss. As many as five
sophomores have started in a meet
anil IS different wrestlers have
have been in matches this season,
whereas many teams use only 9
or 10 of their grnpplers.
Mr. Bollard noted that balance
and depth were the team's strongest points this year. Added to this,
"The strong freshman team next
season will bo hotly contending for
the starting positions, and competition always helps a team."

HPE Clinic To Show
Volleyball Techniques
A clinic on power volleyball.
sponsored by the department of
health and physical education will
be held at 1 p.m. tomorrow (March
20) in the Men's Gym.
The clinic will feature coaches
and players from the Midwest College Volleyball Association.
Advanced techniques in serving,
setting, spiking, and blocking will
bo demonstrated. Team strategy
in offense and defense will also
be discussed.
To round out the program a
team of picked students from the
University will compete against
the visiting team.
Volleyball, the newest Olympic
sport, is the most popular international sport in the world, and is
rapidly developing as an intercollegiate sport in the United States.
There will be no admission
charge.

Bob Van Poppel and Nick Aloi
were named co-captains of the
1965-66 Bowling Green baskebball
team as the highlight of the Winter Sports Banquet, held in the
Dogwood Suite of the Union Monday evening.
Elected by therir teammates, Van
Poppel and Aloi will succeed Bob
Dwors, who was named Most Valuable Player, to the surprise of
no one.
Van Poppel was a star at nearby Hamler High School and Aloi
ia a Midland High School (Pa.)
product.
Dan Rinicella was given the
Coaches Award which is based on
the most hustle and desire shown
during the season. Sam Minis was
voted the Most Improved Player
for the season.
Wrestling
and
Swimming
awards were also presented at the
bnnquet, which feted over 136 athletes, cheerleaders, and coaches.
Mel Foels and Dave Gile were
named honorary co-captains of the
1964-65 Wrestling team. Dennis

BOB VAN POPPEL and Nick Aloi. will
be co-caplalns lor neil years cage
squad.
Palmer was re-named Most Valuable Wrestler and Frank Giganti
was given the Coaches Award for
outstanding effort.
Ron Wood was named as Most
Outstanding Swimmer and Bud
Stout was tapped as the Most Improved Swimmer. Other swimming
awards went to Mike Symons. who
was chosen Most Valuable Team
Member, and to John I.indahl, who
was named captain for next season.
niiimii
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j Hinesight

Falcons Need Better
Grid Competition
i

By BILL HINE
News Sports Columnist

B1U. H1NE

"Ho hum" was probably the most excited response that
was heard on campus last week in reaction to the releasing of
next year's football schedule.
A consistent complaint of Falcon followers has been with
the quality of teams the jrridders play oulside of the MAC.
They're a little tired of teams of the Dayton, Southern Illinois,
West Texas variety. Adding
A more plausable reason might
I.os Angeles State to next bo that a weaker independent
year's slate didn't overly impress schedule makes il easier to commany people either. (But take in- pete and win in the Mid-American
to consideration Slippery Rock did
Conference. In the ever improvlose lo them 62-6 last fall.)
ing MAC, why not play n couple
of
••breathers'.'" Miami doesn't,
"What's wrong" fans ask, "can't
Instead Miami continually invades
better teams bo scheduled?" They
the Big 10, sometimes wins, genersee the Falcons basketball squad
ally gains prestige, but rarely cups
challenge the nation's top teams.
the MAC Title. The RedskiM haveAnd other MAG football teams
n't been able to plow through
play impressive foes—Miami traditionally plays a Big 10 eleven; such a tough schedule unscathed
in many years. It's partially a
Ohio U. has gone against such
matter of whether a Big 10 game
powers as Harvard, Boston University, Florida State, Iowa State, eanie.s more prestige than the
and Purdue. This coming season MAC Crown.
they travel to Maryland, and in
Bowling Green is also at a ser1967 the Bobcats face three outious disadvantage in that nobody
standing independents in Kansas, of any repute evidently wants to
William and Mary, and Pcnn State.
fight our Falcons. According to reWestern Michigan has seen action
ports out of the Athletic Departagainst Utah State, Wisconsin, and ment, rather desperate attempts
Brigham Young. Even Kent has have been made to line up a
Penn State on its future schedule.
stronger and more varied schedule.
Why has Bowling Green been Though the Falcons are undoubtleft with Marshall in terms of edly strong enough to take on betfootball scheduling? A number of ter teams, they lack the tradition
hypotheses can bo forwarded. It and prestige that Miami and Ohio
has been suggested that Doyt U. have acquired. A team with a
Perry scheduled relatively weak greater reputation has nothing to
independent teams in order to pre- gain and everything to lose by
serve his fine record. I'aving some playing Bowling Green.
knowledge of Perry and his
As far as the soluticn to improvmethods, I would say this is baing a weak schedule is concerned,
loney. He most certainly cares
a concerted offort must be continabout winning to be sere, but he
ued to put more representative
said this fall "We are of the
caliber to play most any team in -teams of an intersectionnl nature
the nation and make a good show- on future schedules. Otherwise
the chances will become slimmer
ing."
and slimmer of a l!G player making ail-American or the Falcons
being invited to a bowl game as
long as they continue playing a
relatively mediocre and regional
schedule.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
United States Public Health Service
Venereal Disease Branch — Communicable Disease Center
Wo are going lo eradicate venereal disease in the United Stales.

This does not necessarily mean
facing Big 10 squads cither. Certainly teams such as Boston College, Houston, Iowa State, Memphis State, Kentucky, or West Virginia would provide a true test
for Falcon football as well as enonmously increasing Bowling
Green's prestige and reputation.

We need people who want immediate iob involvement, interesting work an
outlet (or creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity (or advancement
DIAMOND RINGS
We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in
the following academic fields:
BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
JOURNALISM

HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
PHILOSOPHY

ECONOMICS
HISTORY

PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS

Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted on:
PRICED FROM $100

March 26, 1965

AND

Design 670 available at
rOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

Contact your Placement Office to arrange for an interview

Bee-Gee Book Store
1424 E. Wooster

— An Equal Employment Opportunity —

KLEVERS
JEWELRY STORE
125 N. Main St.
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Board's Veto
Lowers Flags
The University will remain flagless—-for a while. At a recent
meeting of the Board of Trustees,
the flag designs submitted by the
alumni and student body were rejected as not symbolizing the aims
and ideas of the University, said
David Lnrsnn, chairman of the
Spirit and Traditions Board.
A flag contest held in 1958 and
again this year produced a total of
some 90 designs.
A committee and sub-committee
involving 26 faculty and student
members then eliminated all but
two of the designs-one contemIKirnry and one traditional-which
were
submitted
to
President
William T. Jerome by Larson.
In a letter to Larson rejecting
the designs, President Jerome
wrote that although the Board "expressed pleasure at the colorful
and imaginative design of each of
these flags," it thought that a consultant should be called in and
that "some modification of one or
tx>th of these flags might serve
nicely in the future."

Hootcnanny At UCF
A barn dance and hootenanny
party will be held today from 8
to 11 :.'I0 p.m. at the United Christ.
Ian Fellowship Center.
The cost will be 15 cents nnd
light refreshments will be served.

iiHiirimiiiiimiimiiiiuiiiiMiniiiiiitimiiiimiiiiiiNimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilimijg

Fourteen days is a long time 1
for a contest to run, but evi-1
dently it isn't long enough for |
the IBM 1C20 computer.
According to Philip Arm-1
strong, a junior from Cuyahoga
Fulls who works in the Compu-1
tcr Center in the Administra-1
tion Bldg., any solution to how §
many words can be derived |
from "Bowling Green" would |
only be theoretical.
"Thero are over 1,300,000,- i
000 possible permutations," he |
said, which, of course, includes |
all the combinations of letters |
that arc not English words.
"Over 100,000 hours would §
jj be needed merely to get the in-§
I formation out of the computer, |
I assuming one word per card," |
I Armstrong added. "Over 4,000 I
| miles of paper, taking another |
I 200,000 hours, would be neccs-1
1 sary to print the results, assum. |
1 ing one word per line."
That's 300,000 hours so far, |
| and that doesn't include time §
I needed by the computer for |
| computation, Armstrong said. §
"All this for $25, and then |
1 we might not mnkc the March |
I 22 deadline," he remarked.
Well, what would a computer t
| do with $25 anyway?
niiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiiiiiimmiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiuiniliiiM

Students Clog Phone Boards
By Asking For Numbers
"Operator, can you tell me the
number of Kohl Hall?" "Operator,
do you have the number for I.owry
Hall?" These simple questions are
creating a problem.
"Every student has a directory
and they are available ut every
dormitory main desk, but students
won't use them," said Mrs. Lou
Klla A. Miller, supervisor of tho
telephone
operators.
Students
don't realize that all we use to
look up student telephone numbers
is a directory just like theirs."

Novice Debaters
Win 7, Lose 9
At Pitt Tournament
The University novice debate
team compiled a record of seven
wins and nine losses at the William I'itt Novice Debate Tournnment at the University of Pittsburgh, March 13.
George Washington University
Won the tournament.
Representing the University and
debating the affirmative side of
the national proposition, "liesolved: that the federal government should establish a national
program of public work for the
Unemployed" were the teams of
Robert Olive ami David Klumpp,
and Jonathan Wierwill and Russell Brock.
(Hive and Klumpp recorded
three wins and one loss, and Wierwill and Brock one win and three
losses,
Debating the negative side of
the proposition were the teams of
Roger Burnich and William Meltser, and Greg Gardner and James
Booth.
Burnich nnd Meltzer recorded
two wins and two losses, and Gnrd1 er tnd Booth one win and three
losses.
The affirmative teams defeated
such schools as Indiana State University, the University of Pittsburgh, and the University of North
Carolina.
Hiram College, Wheeling College, and Kairmount College wero
defeated by the University's negative teams.

Politician Lacking Own Vote,
Runs For Neighbors Ballots

IBM Proves
Only Human

The three switchboards, located
in the Maintenance Bldg., operate
21 hours a day. The operators receive all long distance calls, put
through all long distance calls for
the faculty and staff (between
100-1 SO a ilny), contact maintenance men for emergencies, nnd
net as dispatchers for the police
32 hours each weekend.
"Most of the traffic on the
board, however, is caused by students calling for information,"
said Mrs. Miller. "We have students asking us when semester
break begins, where their friends
have class at a certain hour, or
why they are getting a busy signal on a line."
With over 10,000 directories in
circulation,
students
shouldn't
have to call tho switchboard to
find out a number, H'rs. Miller
said. On Wednesday and Thursday
nights there is so much traffic
on the boards thnt it is nearly
impossible to answer all of the
calls, she said.
"In a Ill-hour period we have as
many as 100 calls asking for dorm
and student numbers," snid Mrs.
Annabelle
Grosjean,
telephone
operator.
"If the students would take the
time to look up the numbers in
the directory, rather than calling
the operators, incoming calls could
bo placed more quickly and the
confusion could be eliminated,"
said Mrs. Grosjean.

Joseph Gatz, a junior from Parma, won't be 21 until Sept. 28. He
won't be able to vote in the May
4 primaries in his hometown, but
if he could, his "X" would go in
front of his own name.
Gatz, a political science major,
is the youngest person ever to seek
the Democratic Party's support as
a candidate for the Parma City
Council.
He's seeking the nomination because ho's "discontented with all
the bickering" among city politicians. "They're too concerned
with personal aspirations," he said.
Helping Gatz with ideas and
supplying advice for his campaign
are his dad, a former city auditor
of Parma, and Dr. Charles A. Barren, professor of political science,
who is a Democratic candidate for
tho Bowling Green Oity Council.
JAMES BROWN and williom liui, both ol th« Colicq* ol Builnus Administration, accept th»lr recently won National Food Brokers Association scholarships liom Dean William F. Schmelu.

Food Association Names
Scholarship Winners
The National Food Brokers Association has awarded $200 scholarships to two University students
interested in careers in the food
industry, announced William F.
Schmcltz, dean of the College of
Business Administration.
James Brown and William Tsui,
both in the College of Business
Administration, wero named as
recipients of the NFBA awards.
Brown, a graduate assistant, is majoring in marketing and working
on his master of business administration degree. Tsui, majoring
in advertising, plans to enter a
training program with Proctor and
Gamble in San Francisco.
Dr. John R. Davidson, assistant
dean in the College of Business

Rallies To Initiate
Election Campaign
Student election rallies will be
held Monday and Tuesday, at 0:1(0
p.m. in the Rathskellar. Cheryl
Smith, assistant coordinator of
student activities, has announced
that the rules will be much the
same as last year.
Candidates for office will be
allowed in the Rathskellar at 1 :.'10
p.m. to put up posters and banners. Noisemnkei's, handouts, and
organized campaigning will be allowed at each meeting.
Candidates for Junior Class
president. Senior Class president,
ami student body president will
speak at the Monday rally. Other
candidates will be introduced.
The candidate's for Sophomore
Class president, and student body
president will speak at the Tuesday rally. All candidates for office,
including student council representatives, will be introduced
ngain.

Administration, said the two men
were chosen on the basis of their
academic recond, personal qualifications, preference for a career
in the food industry, and recommendations by a committee of
University marketing professors.
NFBA, which represents the nation's food brokers in every market area, established the foundation in 1957 "to promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge."

Music School Features
Faculty Recital Sunday
Donovan K. Schumacher, assistant professor of music, will present a violoncello recital at 8:15
p.m. Sunday, in the recital hall.
Mr. Schumacher's selections for
the recital include "Sonata in C
Major," by Beethoven; "Sonata,"
ihy Prokofiev; "Divertimento," by
Ueydn-Piatigorsky; and "Variations on a Rococo Theme," by
Tchaikovsky.
The recital is free and open to
the public.
■XPERT

FOREIGN CAR
SIRS

SERVICE IS AN
ART WITH US
When you neesd top Imported (or American) car
care, trust it to us. We'll
handle it cruickly, efficiently, and economically.

SPENCER
AUTO SERVICE
420 Cloucjh St. Ph. 353-0171

Hopeful that his youth and inexperience in city politics won't
hinder his nomination, Gatz feels
that he is aware of Parma's problems, and that "it is not hard
to put theory into practice."
If elected, Gatz would transfer
to a Cleveland college. He plans
to enter law school after graduation, he said.
Should he lose this election, he
will try again in another two
years.
Gatz will begin campaigning in
April by putting up signs, distributing cards, and sending letters.
The present Parma City Council
president is the youngest person
who ever ran for councilman. He
was elected to that post at the
age of 24, according to Gatz.

Channel 70 To Present
Series

°n

Fami|

A series of four television productions, written and directed by
members of the University home
economics department, will be
telecast over WBGU-TV, channel
70, beginning; today.
The programs, planned since
last October, emphasize group living with family and friends and
practical application of home economics.
Included in the series are "Understanding You," March 12; "A
Personable You," March 19; "Presenting You," March 26; and "A
Future for You," April 2. All
shows will be telecast at 4:30 p.m.
Members of the cast of "Understanding You" include narrator
Martha Van Lieu, senior in the
college of education; Sandra Helm,
who represents Girl Scouts in the
Bowling Green area; and Irene
Kalcnberg, senior in the College
of Education who portrays the
older sister of Miss Helm and
tries to help her understand herself.
"Understanding You" is aimed
at helping teenagers realize the

Liv

y

'n9

importance of personality development.
Dr. Georgia Halstep.d, chairman
of the home economics department, is directing the programs, assisted by Gregory K. Schubert,
WBGU-TV production director,
and members of the television
staff.
Home economic students working on the production include
Martha Van Lieu, student coordinator; Helen Turocy, master idea
committee chairman; Audrey Rericha, art chiirman; Sharon Cadiou, Joan Evans, Patricia Erickson, anel Mary Kovach, committee
members.
Staff representative for the
department is Miss Janice Humble,
home economics instructor.

Conhlin Gives Award
Conklin Hall recently presented
a $20 scholarship award to Earl
Mitchell and Michael Walters, who
achieved the high room average
in Conklin with a 3.896 accumlativo grade point average for the
first semester.

The brothers of the Ohio Kappa Chapter of
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON proudly announce the
members of thei r 1965 Spring pledge class:
Jess Beqley

Bob Lehman

Chuck Miller

Dave Emmit

Dan Liggett

Denny Paravano

Chuck Fimmen

John Masserio

Al Proctor

Bob Frazier

Gary Meanchoff

Dave Ream

Chip Frey

Paul Mellion

Bob Recker

Mike Gentry
Al Hamilton

Cliff Rickmers

S

Marv Rower

A

Dave Jones

Jack Stafford

Larry Jordan

Sonny Ward

*&■&

HAVE DINNER WITH
KhAtoat'
^4a^^^^>

A

PLAYMATE

17 Pledge Angel Flight
In Ceremony Sunday
Seventeen women became pledges of Angel Flight Sunday. They
are Kathleen Axoraites, Allene
Bartels, Susan Briggs, Karen Connor. Flora Davis, Diane Flament,
Dorthy Fore, Lotty Grieser, Jackie
Jones, Kathleen Jones, Veronica
Kostic, Connie Mesnard, Patricia
Mitchell. Leslie Salettel, Pamela
Stilirenbauer, Linda Thorpe, and
Sandra Williams.

Register FREE

«*#^#^*»d*#-«»

WIN A DATE
With PLAYMATES LAURA orTEDDI
MONACO--A tlNQLI DIAMOND

CHURCH

■ MISACID MY TWO OILICAII
PITALS WHICH MIRROR ITS

TWO LUCKY GUYS WILL ESCORT THE

BRILLIANCa ■•PROM

PLAYMATES TO DINNER AND DANCING
Compliments of The U Shop and Delta Tau Delta

S)tOO

CERTIFIED GEMOLOGIST
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

SHOE

SHOP
Idi &ouin Main Street

•

ouo a.
Auras. O.

•

Ohio Start D.
Columbus, O.

532 E. Wooster St

tHmtoersittp &fjop
Unlnraltr of Kutncky
Phone 342-5165

Miami U.
Oxford. O.
Purdu. U.
W. Lafay.lt.. Ind.
Bowlinq Green. Ohio

DILL JEWELERS
129 South Main

Phone 354-2042
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Spring Weekend On Its Way

Cultural Series Program
Set By Faculty Committee
Performers for the new Faculty
Artist Series have been announced
by the University's Faculty Administrative Committee on cultur.
al events.
The new cultural series will beRin Oct. 17. 1966, with the appearance
of
.the
Netherlands
Chamber Orchestra.
The
First
Chamber
Dance
Quartet will appear Nov. 21. I'lnudio Arrau, Chilean pianist, will
appear in a solo program Feb. l.'l,
1!)66 and The Julliard String
Quartet will end the series March
13. 1906.

SCANNING A CONTRACT with ih. Goodlna Amusement Co. an Richard
Townsi. coordinator of student activities, and lack Baker, president of the Junior
Clan. The contract was rccenlly signed lor Spring Weekend. April 30 May 2.
Photo by Phil Alrulla
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The series is one of' two new
programs to be presented next
year. The other is the Celebrity
Series. Both were formed by dividing the present Artist Series.
"By brinRini; in the two different types of entertainment, we
can bring more diversified programs to the University," said
Dr. Frank ltaldanzit, committee
chairman.
The main reason for splitting
the present Artist Series was the
concern by some faculty members
about the quality of a few of the
programs, the committee said.
Other factors involved were the

Alpha Phi Omega
Presents $415.91
To Charities Board
The
1905 "Beauty nnd the
Beast" contest was a record-breaking one. according to Joe Medium; y. Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity president. The amount
of money collected and the fraternity beast winner broke records.
A record of $4 15.1'1 was collected in the week-long contest, ami
for the fourth straight year since
the contest's inception, a member
of Sigma Phi Kpsilon social fraternity won the title of ugliest man
on campus. This is the first year
a beauty has been chosen and also
the first year that housing units
have had entities in the contest.
Stephen Huber, sophomore, won
the title of ugliest man. The campus beauty is Vicki Logan of Alpha Camnia Delta. The winners in
the independent division were the
"beast" from Rogers Quadrangle,
third floor, Jon 1'rcnner, and the
beauty
from
Ilarshman
Quadrangle, Unit C, Lynn McClellon.
Individual high totals were Sigma Phi Kpsilon, $86.04; Alpha
Gamma Delta, $7l!..'ll>; Ilarshman
C. $15.13; and Rogers third, J6.87.

SHAFTED
BY SHAW?
MY VVORD-

IT'S
EASIER
wiTH,
CLIFPS

NOTES:

lack of student attendance
financial problems.

"When I Press This. . . BOOM!"
and

"The committee feels thai it is
tlu- educational responsibility of
the University to offer student*
the very best today. The quality
of the Artist Series on campus is
a tfreat faotor in recruiting students and teachers to the University," said Dr. Ruldanzn.
The new program will be niesented in the Main Auditorium,
because of acoustic problems in
the Grand li.i.lroom.

Groups Plan
Chicago Tour
The United Christian Fellowship and the Lutheran Student
Association have planner] ■ trip
to Chicago during spring viii'Ution. 1'urposo of the trip is to
observe changing unban cultures.
The Rev. Eugene Dnvin, director of UOP, said "We are in the
midst of an urban revolution which
has brought a new world into being. There are vast spatial, soeial,
economiCi petit ieal, and ethieal
changes taking place which we
should seek to understand.
"It is our responsibility to become more fully aware of these
changes and to expect the challenge
of
these
revolutionary
changes of urbanization."
The trip, planned for ltl .students, will include a look at the
problems of the "packaged pour."
automation, inner city churches,
the Old Town area. ami. also, cultural, religious, economic, and .social advantages and opportunities
of an urhan area.
The group will leave Howling
Green Thursday, April 16, and
return Tuesday, April 20. The
estimated total cost of the trip, ineluding
transportation,
room,
meals, entertainment, and Incidental expenses, will bo $:if> to 940.
students will stay at McCormlck
Theological Seminary,
Reservations, may be made hy
railing Mr. Davis at 863-8012 or
863-1484 or Mi.-s Jean Morn nt
363-8806.
Miss Horn. Lutheran campus
worker, and Mr. Davis will accompany the group.

JOHN W. HERCZEG. lechincat asslitant. l.fl. and Dr. Frederic M. Glauer Inspect an x ray detraction machine In the University physics department.
Pholo by Charles Cochran

Education Research Grants
Put To Work By Grads
Recommendations hy two University graduate students doing
research in the area of distributive
education will be incorporated into the Ohio plan for distributive
education, according to Dr. Cheater 0. Mills, associate professor
of business education and supervisor of the research.
Dr. Mills applied for and was
awarded two research grants of
y.ioo each from the state Department of Education. He then selected two University graduate students. Ouy Baggett and Kenneth
Greene, to do the research. They
were selected on their experience
in distributive education, ability
to do research, and ability to
write, said Dr. Mills.
Mr. Baggett, a Bucyrus high
school teacher, is making an Indepth study to determine teacher
competencies in the post high
schools ami technical or community colleges, in the field of ilistri-

hiition and marketing, stated Dr.
Mills.
An In-depth study of curriculum
planning for the high school, post
high school, and technical or community college, is being made by
Mr. Qreem, who is a teacher in
Defiance, ami a member of the
State Advisory Committee of Education, Dr. Mills said.
The research is being done on a
national
scale.
Standards
and
plans of other states are being investigated, questionnaires are being sent to junior colleges, community colleges,
and technical
Schools concerning their programs,
and business executives and puhlic
school administrators are being interviewed for their opinions, explained Dr. Mills.
lie also pointed out that this is
Hie only research concerning distriliutivc and marketing education
being done in Ohio.

Classifieds
BUSINESS and PERSONAL
To Harvey: Put up your dukes.
Fan Turn

M/Sgr Smart Joins
Army ROTC Staff

Will buy. sell, or trade turn., appl.. and
guns. Call George Heers. 353315$.
THE SECOND HAND SHOP

M/Stft. Allen H. Smart has joined the U.S. Army staff of the University ito'n* department «s major sergeant.

Plan now (or apartment rentals, (urn. <&
unfurn.. for June & Sept. Contact Berry
& Son Realty. 3546491.

9fft, Smart enlisted in the Army
in 1949 and has had assignments
in Tokyo, (iermany, awl Fort
Knox.

Mlghtly good MG. SB7S, new top. good
tires. 712 Tappan. Maumoe, Ohio. Phone
8933536.

He has attended Enlisted Recruiting School; Non-commissioned Officers Academy. Fort Knox;
and Air Transportability School,
Japan.

Above average rooms, private entrance.
Fall: men students. Summer: women
graduates and teachers. After 3 p.m.
call 353-8241. 14S South Enterprise.

"TOMORROW'S RELIGION TODAY"

LOST and FOUND
LOST: Red clutch purso In Home Ec
building between 1 and 4:30 Friday.
Rooms 108 or 202. Contains driver's
licenso and ID. Contact Lynn. ext. 446.
LOST: Girls' glasses, brownish charcoal frames. Urgent—no prescription
avallablo. Strong right lense. Call
Joanne. 353 9911.
LOST: Pair of brown glasses In vicinity
of Harshman B. Call Luis In 225 A. 3006.
LOST: Responsive, democratic bludent
government. Get it Back. Bring on the
INITIATIVE PETITION and IMPROVED
COMMUNICATION. Elect )ACK HARTMAN to Sludent Council. Sophomores.
BACK JACK to repreient you. Vote
Wednesday In University Hall.

FOUND. Tho way toward a more re■ponilve and democratic student novernment. It starts with the adoption of
the INITIATIVE PETITION and the
election of IACK HARTMAN to Student
Council. Sophomores. BACK JACK for
representative. Vote Wednesday in
University Hall.

Rev. Robert Edward Green, Minister.,
First Universaliet Church. North Olmstead. Ohio
will speak at 11:00 a.m.
SUNDAY. MARCH 21. at the
Unitarian House. 123 East Court Street
Mr. Green will also meet with
Student Religious Liberals and other
interested persons at 2:30 p.m.

Support Your
BG-News Advertisers

SAME DATE AND PLACE

AT

THESE

FINE

Cleveland Heights, Jewelry By
Glushov

INDIANA
Auburn, Carbaugh Jewelers

Dayton. Araan & Company

Garrett. Chae. Ort & Co.

Dayton. C. Oscar Beigel & Sons

Marion's Meyers Jewelers

East Cleveland. Nelson Jewelry
Elyria, Binninger Jewelers

OHIO

Findlay, Thomas Jewelers

Akron. Henry B. Ball Co.

Fremont, Harvey Oaks,
Jeweler (2 stores)

Akron, The S. W. Bishop Co.
Akron, Cuy Falls—E. V. Ball
Jeweler

Greenville, Van Bobber. JL-s.
Mansfield. Dunkin Jewelers

Athens, Comwell & Co.

Don't stumole through the literary
classics CLIFF S NOTES mil help
»ou make better grades! these
study aids give you a clear, concise
summary and explanation, chapter
by chapter CUFFS NOTES are now
being used by high school and col
lege students throughout the United
States There are 100 different
CUFF'S NOTES covering the
literary classics.

WASTED

Marion

Ashtabula. CederquUt Jewelers
Athens, Comwell and Co.
Bellefontaine, Smith Jewelers
Bowling Green. Dill Jewelers
Brecksville, Gustavo Julian
Jewelers
Canton, Double's Jewelers
Canton,. John Gasser & Son,
Jewelers
Cleveland. H. W. Beattie &
Sons, Inc. Euclid Ave. &
The Arcade
Cleveland Heights. Basch's
Leading Jewelers

' LorP» Jewelers
Newark. Burtic Jewelers

And to prove ot=tlh5s albmnni=
"THE DICK WILLIAMS' KIDS
TOVPrn SING FOR BIG PEOPLE." Twelve
LOIN
great standards sung by kids amd
lpported by loslh strinugs
id drovfimi' brass. At swings!
1
0"M T^TT'R It's exciting! it's unlike any
V_/i.i J- -L-L-LJ ^llbmimni yono've ever heard- Ainid
"VOT "Wf"1 chances are, yoiui'l I write os a
Dove letter aboyt it!

YOUTH

STORES

Norwalk, Holman Jewelers
Ravenna, Kreinberg's
Sandusky, Bertsch Jewelers
Springfield. George F. Wisden
Jewelers
Springfield—Hofman-Green,
Jewelers
Struthers, John Aebischer
Jeweler

*1
at your
favorite
bookstore
or write:

AKOf-c
MS OfytH

"rHnhnnr,

3*1

Tiffin, Miller Jewelry
Toledo, Max David Jeweler
Wooster. White's Jeweler

XliffSvNotesv
BETHANY STATION
LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 68SOS

There's a world of excitement on ARGO Records

Chicago, 111. 60616
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Community Week Calendar
Lists Upcoming Events
SUNDAY, MARCH 21
OPEN HOUSE, TOURS, RELIGIOUS EMUASIS DAY
EVENT and SPONSOR
PLACE and TIME
Conducted Toura of Unlverilly Campus
Administration Bldg. 2:00- 5:0O p.m.
Undergraduate Alumni Association Alpha Phi Omega, Omega Phi Alpha
Conklln Hall 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Open House). Conklln Hall
Opnn Horn* and Art Show, Founders QuadrangU
Founders Quad. 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Open Houi*. Hanhman Quad.
Harshman Quad. 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Kohl Hall 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Open House, Kole Hall
Open House, Alice Proul Hall
Alice Prout Hall 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Angel Flight Drill Demonstration, Angel Flight
Memorial Hall 4:00- 4:30 p.m.
Open House and Coffee Hour, Newman Clun
Grand Ballroom, University Union
Lecture Series, Union Activities Organisatlo Unloi i lobby)
Iil5 p.m.
VANCE PACKARD (Tickets purchased in

FRATERNAL
Open House and Coffee Hour,
Invitation Parlies lor Alumni,
Reception, Omega Phi Alpha

MONDAY
AND SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS DAY
Alpha Phi Onega
MidAmerican Room 3:00- 4:00 p.m.
Harshman Quad.
Campus Fraternities and Sororities
5:00- 1:00 p.m.
Individual Houses
UCF House 1:00 p.m.

TUESDAY
INDUSTRY AND ATHLETICS DAY
Industrial Arts Display. Industrial Arts Club
Promeade Lounge, U, Union All Day
Open Classes, Women's HPE Department
Women's Gym, Hourly B a.m.-3 p.m.
Spring Spirts Practices. Athletic Depl.
Praclice Fields, Afternoon
S.A.M. Meeting, Society for the Advancement of Management
Capital Rm. U. Union
Mr. Green. Speaker
7:30 p.m.
Women's Extramural Basketball Game and Fenclnq Exhibition, Woman's HPE Depl. «
North Gym, Women's Bldg. 7:30 p.m.
trampoline and Tumbling Apparatus Demonstration. Women's HPE Dept.
7:30 p.m.
South Gym, Women's Bldg.
WEDNESDAY
GOVERNMENT DAY
Student Body Electlons.Studsnt Elections B
oard
Precincts All Day
Open House and Tours, B G News
106 University Hall 3:00- 4:30 p.m.
Discussion, )oung Democrats
Wayne-Harrison Suite. U. Union
3:00- 4:30 p.m.
"Democrats In Contemporary Politics"
Cobus Hour, Cobus and the College of Business
Dogwood Suite, U. Union
Forum on A.W.S. and Student Council"
3:30- 4:30 pm.
Open Student Council Meeting, Student Council of BG.S.U. Ohio Suite. U. Union
7:00- 9:30 pm.
Discussion, Young Republicans
Alumni Room. Uunverslty Union 7:30 p.m.
"Republicans In Contemporary Politics"
University Theatre Presentation*. University Theatre
Main Auditorium, U. Hall
"My Fair Lady''
1:15 p.m.

Interview Schedule
The following companies and schools
will have representatlveson campus. Further Information concerning Interviews Is
available at the Placement Office, fifth
Door of the Administration Bldg.
MONDAY. MARCH 22
Caterpillar Tractor (accounting, finance.
banking, credit); Wyoming (Mich.) schools
(elementary, secondary, and special);
Associates Investment Co. (sales, accounting, management - trainees);
Rivervlew
(Wyandott Mich.) schools (elementary and
secondary); Ohio Dept. of Highways (business, secretarial, and liberal arts); Shefflelr (Ohio) schools (Information pending);
Aetna Life Insurance Co. (Information pen
ding); Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies (biolog, chemistry, and physics);
The PUlsbury Co. (sales and sales management); Cooper Tiro & Rubber Co. (business and liberal arts); Mldvlew (Grafton,
Ohio) schools (elementary, secondary, and
special).
TUESDAY. MARCH 19
Social Security Administration (business
and liberal arts); Sandusky (Ohio) schools
(elementary); United States Plywood (sales
trainees); Connetlcul Mutual Liie (sales
and sales management); Berea (Ohio)
schools (Information pending); Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. (business and liberal
arts); Montgomery (Dayton, Ohio) schools
(information pending); Columbus (Ohio)
schools (elementary, secondary, and special); Northwood (Toledo, Ohio) schools
Silemenlary, secondary, and special); Oak
ldge Institute of Nuclear Studies (biology,
chemistry, and physics).
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24
Orrville (Ohio) schools (elementary, so*
condary, and special); United Parcel Service (business and liberal arts); RlkeKumler Co. (business and liberal arts):

Mentor (Ohio) schools (elementary, second
ary, and special); Montgomery (Dayton.
Ohio) schools (information pending); Girl
Scouts of U.S.A. (liberal arts); Burroughs
Corp. (Information pending); Loratn (Ohio)
schools (elementary, secondary, and special); Elmwood (Bloomdale, Ohio) schools
(elementary, secondary, and special);
Painesvllle (Ohio) schools (information pending).
THURSDAY, MARCH 25
Toledo (Ohio) schools (elementary, secondary, and apodal); Sherwin-Williams
Co. (Information pending); Rike-Kulmer
Co. (business and liberal arts); Royal Oak
(Mich.) schools (elementarv, secondary,
and special); Madison (Mdnslield. Ohio)
schools (Information
ponding);
Lorain
(Ohio) schools (elementary, secondary,
and special); Birmingham (Mich.) schools
(elementary, secondary, and special); Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R.R. (business);
Baltimore (Md.) schools (Information ponding); Prince George (Md.) schools (elementary and secondary); Vermilllon Ohio)
schools (elementary, secondary, and special).
FHIDAY, MARCH 21
Merck & Co. (sales); Bureau of Labor
Statistics (statistics and economics); San
Juan (Carmichael. Calif.) schools (elementary, secondary, and special); Republic
Steel Corp. (Information pending); U.S.
Public Health Service (liberal arts-no women); Parma (Ohio) schools (elementary,
secondary, and special); Conventry (Akron,
Ohio) schools (Information pending); Jackson (Mich.) schools (elementary, secondary,
and special): Washington Twp. (Dayton,
Ohio) schools (Information pending); A.
Polsky Co. (Information ponding); Leetonla
(Ohio) schools (elementary and secondary);
Meade & Moore (accounting).

Fine Film To Feature
The Devil's General'
The Union Activities Orjjanization Fine Film Festival will present "The Devil's General" at 6,
8 and 10 p.m. Friday, 7 and 9
p.m. Saturday and at 3 p.m. Sunday in 10S Hanna Hall.
The film, produced in Germany,
stars Curt Jurgens and Marianne
Cook.

REMEMBER!
—We Have—
Dinners
Lunches
Pizza
Hoagis
Desserts
Shake*
Sandwiches

Zelman's 900
900 E. Wooeter
Phone - 354-6713

University Theatre Presentation,'
My Fair Lady"

Good 'n tasty!

FISH'n FRIES
America's most wanted casual —
Bass Weejuns! Wear them, and how
else can you feel but right. You've a
choice this season too. For men,

Main Auditorium, U. Union
8:15 p.m.

Weejuns in classic smooth leathers or
dashing Scotch Grains. And — for the
ladies — a striking Scotch Grain collection of wardrobe-sparking Spring
colors. At your shoe store!

SATURDAY
Northwest Ohio District Science Fair, BGSU Science Department
All Day
Departrr
Women's Gym. Hayes Hall, Moseley Hall, Overman Hall
Children's Story Hour. Association for Childhood Education Capital Rm. U. Union
1:30- 3:30 p.m.
University Theatre Presentation.* University Theatre
Main Auditorium, U. Union
"My Fair Lady"
B: l b p.m.

Franchisee! nationwide by Burger Chef Systems
Indianapolis 7

ADDITIONAL EVENTS
Art Show, University Union
Promenade Lounqe. U. Union. All Week
Industrial Arts Display. Industrial Arts Club
Promenade Lounqe. U. Union, All Week
'Tickets may be purchased at the Theatre Ticket Office. |o« E. Brown Theatre. University
Hall. 11:00 a.m. 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday boglnning March 18: For telephone
orders, call 353 8411. extension 3303.

(and, casually speaking,
you find them everywhere.)

CARRY OUTS

THURSDAY
EDUCATION AND FINE ARTS DAY
Sociology Classes open.Dr. Longworth
South Hall, Room 213 10:00-11:00 a.m.
South Hall, Room 211
2:00 p.m.
Speech: "My Two Hats." Kiwanle Club
Women's ClubBldg. 12.30 p.m.
Dr Donald Longworth
Conducted Tours and Art Display. Delta Phi Delta
Fine Arts Bldg. 2:00- 5:00 p.m.
Op*<n House and Conducted Tours, T. Ec. Dept.
Home Economics Bldg. 4:00 p.m.
Panel Discussion, Association of Childhood Education and Student Education Assn.
Round Table Discussion, International Students Assn. Ohio Suite, U. Union 7- 8:30 p.m.
"Afro-Asia Comes to Bowling Green"
105 Hanna Hall 7:00 p.m.
Music Dept. and BGHS Music Dept.
Exchange Choral and Band Concert. BGSU
Recital Hall, Music Bldg. 7:00 8:30 p.m.
Unlversily Theatre Presentation,' University Theatre
Mam Auditorium, U. Union
"My Fair Lady"
8:15 p.m.
FRIDAY
University Theatre

a nag ofiffye!

Home of the World's Greatest 150 Hamburger!

Only Bass Makes Weejuns®
0. H. BASS » CO., 153 Main SI, Wilton, Me.

WE ARE NOW EXCLUSIVELY FOR LADIES
NOW ABLE TO

Clothes

BETTER THAN

SERVE THE
EVER BEFORE!
BEE-GEE COEDS
- WEST -

THE ONLY COMPLETE LADIES STORE ON CAMPUS
Featuring The Following Outstanding Lines:
Kayser Roth Lingerie
Hanes Hosiery
Maidenform Bras b Girdles
Alege Cassini Hosiery & Gloves
Dana Colognes
Davey's Handbags
Robert Zentrell Jewelry
Sandier of Boston Shoes
Lady Dexter Shoes

Austin-Hill Sportswear
College-Town of Boston
Old Colony Sportswear
Gant Shirts for Ladies
Cotton Picker Blouses
Don Sophisticates
Lady Bug
Jenne Leigue Dresses
Hunter Sportswear

